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Abstract. This paper proposes the community the development of a
public web tool for fast image Ground Truth Authoring Tool (GTAT).
Image ground truth authoring tools are key to generate training and
validation data for image segmentation and classification systems. The
paper does a short review of similar publicly available GTAT’s, its fea-
tures and short-comings, in order to spot the key features missing for a
public GTAT to the community. Based in the concluded wished features,
we aim to develop a free and open GTAT in the future.

Keywords: Ground Truth Authoring Tools · Machine Learning · La-
beling · Deep Learning

1 Introduction

Over the last few years, image analysis has taken an important role in multiple
applications and fields, such as robotics, medical imaging, botany and micro-
biology. The sheer amount of images and videos produced for further analysis
demands instruments and tools that ease the work that has to be done to obtain
results. The generation and analysis of such data is increasingly assisted by sev-
eral techniques associated to computer vision, pattern recognition, machine and
deep learning, for instance image segmentation and classification tasks. Image
segmentation refers to the pixel wise classification in an image or frame into
different categories [1], which is also referred as semantic segmentation. If the
classification aims to distinguish different instances of the same object category,
the task is known as instance segmentation. Images and videos can be segmented
to track objects like cells or distinguish relevant items from the background, as
in [2–5].

Image segmentation is a common problem in computer vision, well addressed
in literature. To measure metrics for an image segmentation algorithm, proper
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ground truth data is needed, which means that a human must assist the seg-
mentation of a set of images. Generally, it is required that the generated ground
truth has few to no flaws, and ideally must be statistically relevant, thus several
subjects must build ground truth data. Nonetheless, ground truth generation can
make use of machine learning models and segmentation techniques to speed up
or semi-automate the process, an useful feature increasingly available in modern
ground truth authoring tools. For instance, sophisticated ground truth author-
ing tools implement automatic region initialization to speed the ground truth
authoring process. An example of a technique which could be used to initialize
ground truth masks is superpixels. In [6], pancreas computerized tomography
(CT) scans are sliced into 2D images. These images are segmented using a su-
perpixels based technique, which are later forwarded into a deep convolutional
neural network to aid image classification in computer assisted diagnosis. The
result is a faster and more reliable method to achieve pancreas image segmenta-
tion.

Superpixels typically over-segment the image, with groups of pixels clustered
into regions or segments. The segments generated contain enough information to
produce a valid initial segmentation and also, a segmentation easier to optimize
compared to an initial segmentation based on a grid of pixels [7]. For example, a
superpixels based web tool was also used by [5] to generate input for the training
of a convolutional neural network model.

In this paper, we propose a public available ground truth authoring tool
(GTAT) to validate image segmentation and object tracking algorithms. In Sec-
tion 2 we address previous similar GTAT tools, to identify missing and useful
GTA functionalities. Later we address our proposed GTAT, Insight GT, and
perform a set of experiments to compare existing GTATs with the proposed
prototype in section 4, to finally reach the conclusions and future work in Sec-
tion 5.

2 State of the art

In this section, we review several tools and available software that addresses
ground-truth generation for image/video segmentation and object tracking.

FAST-GT (FAst Semi-automatic Tool for Ground Truth generation) [8] is a
generic framework for semiautomatic generation of ground truth, which allows
different implementations of building blocks. FAST-GT implements a detection
layer, which applies multiple object detectors to a frame or image, and takes
into account previous annotations (called trackers). Manual intervention is then
applied to the output of the previous layer. Finally, the trackers of the detection
layer are updated according to the resulting annotation of the manual step. This
tool is available to the general public. Its most important drawback is the need
of installing and compiling the source code, which depends on the OpenCV and
Eigen libraries.

LabelMe [9] is a GTAT which consists of a database of labeled images and
a web tool to manually annotate images. The LabelMe web tool provides an
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unsophisticated canvas that allows the user to annotate an image using a tool-
box consisting of a polygon tool and a paintbrush to generate a mask. LabelMe
presents the disadvantage that only accepts images in JPG format and the tool-
box available to annotate images is quite restricted.

In [10], VATIC is proposed as a tool that helps video annotation tasks by
providing a web based platform for crowd-sourced video labeling. VATIC allows
the user to annotate and delimit objects by surrounding them with a rectangular
shape. The user only needs to manually annotate a subset of the frames of a
given video, called the key frames. Then, VATIC performs an annotation for the
remaining frames, using interpolation methods. VATIC is web based, however
there is no free server running it, and it does not allow pixel wise tagging.

Sensearea, a public video editing tool, provides users with interactive tools
to perform video editing and effect generation, as also object tracking in videos
and ground-truth authoring. Before the object tracking process, the user can
annotate the first frame of the video, using basic tools such as paintbrush, poly-
gon and ellipse tools, for example. Then, the user can start the object tracking
process to readjust the mask automatically, enabling the user to correct it af-
terwards. We experienced major performance shortcomings when drawing many
masks, while using Sensarea. Another drawback of Sensarea is its low portability
given the need of a Windows based installation.

In [11], it is presented interactive Video Annotation Tool (iVAT) as a tool
that aid and ease annotation tasks. iVAT provides manual, semi-automatic and
automatic annotation for videos. In the manual mode, the user must generate a
ground-truth mask for each frame on the video. The semi-automatic approach
requires ground-truth annotation for a given frame, to later calculate an annota-
tion mask for the next frames automatically. The automatic annotation involves
supervised detectors where a learning step has taken place, making the automatic
approach domain dependent. The tool does not allow image GT authoring, and
is not web based.

Ilastik [12] is a GTAT proposed as an easy-to-use tool to perform image
segmentation and classification. Ilastik makes use of user manual annotation to
begin a learning phase, which usually consists on mouse strokes across a canvas
to label regions of pixels. The tool implements the following steps: first, ilastik
calculates a generic basis to represent general image features. Later, a random
forest classifier is trained using user-labeled data to initialize pixel labels. Ilastik
is not web based, and its GUI usability is limited.

In addition, the tool Supervisely [13] allows to mark both images and videos
in a semi-automatic way, selecting the desired area to create the marking and
automatically generating the required shape. Supervisely also has tools to draw
the masks in a completely manual way. It has quick access commands to make
the marking process more efficient. Another important function is the ability to
make brightness and contrast adjustments to improve the marking process.

Another tool analyzed is LabelBox [14], it is a platform that allows to mark
and classify images and video manually. Labelbox enables collaborative work,
making possible to see and review the markings made by other people. A de-
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ficiency found is that to mark video it must be converted into a sequence of
images before uploading it. Also it requires the user to define the objects before
they start labeling the images and if there is a new or different object, the user
must go to the project menu, settings and add the new object.

Table 1 summarizes a feature comparison of the analyzed GTATs.

3 Proposed tool

Given the presented state of the art, we propose Insight GT, a public web tool
consisting in a canvas that allows manual image annotation and a semi-automatic
segmentation approach to generate ground truth data from 2d images and videos.

The following the proposed functionalities implemented so far in our pro-
totype available at https://insight-gt.hulilabs.xyz/canvas/. For region
initialization, SLIC superpixels are computed [15]. A javascript implementation
of the algorithm can be found at [16].

– A canvas that allows manual image annotation with different brushes and
tools, as seen in [9, 17, 18], aided by region initialization, using super pixels
or a similar algorithm.

– Web tool: The GT authoring tool must be web based, to increment the tool
portability, and open to the community.

– Flexible storing format: The format must allow its usage with GT compro-
mising several (thousands) of GT masks, avoiding performance degradation.

– A semi-automatic algorithm for mask initialization: The tool must imple-
ment a technique for initializing the foreground masks, and allow user to
make adjustments to the masks.

– A semi-automatic algorithm for mask readjustment: For video segmentation,
the masks drawn for the first frame can be readjusted for next frames. An
algorithm which automatically estimates such readjustment is useful for a
GTAT, as implemented in Sensarea.

– Collaborative support and crowd-sourcing support: The tool must allow sev-
eral concurrent users working on the same project.

– Evaluation module: The tool must provide means to evaluate metrics for the
segmentation algorithms, including but not limited to: sensitivity, specificity,
accuracy, F-score, among others.

– Change history: the changes made by other users in the markings of the
images are shown in the tool.

4 Experiments and results

We selected Supervisely and LableBox in order to compare it to Insight GT. This
applications where selected because they are all web applications. Additionally,
they allow to label different objects in order to track them.

https://insight-gt.hulilabs.xyz/canvas/
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Table 1. Comparison of GTATs

Proposed
Tool

FAST-
GT

ITK-
SNAP

ROXAS LabelME Sensarea iVAT TWS ilastik

Platform
Web
based

Desktop Desktop Desktop
Web
based

Desktop Desktop Desktop Desktop

Cross-
platform

• ◦ • ◦ • ◦ • • •

Image batch
segmentation

• ◦ • • ◦ • ◦ • •

Video
segmentation

• • ◦ • ◦ • • ◦ ◦

Manual
segmentation

• ◦ • ◦ • • • ◦ •

Available
toolbox

Brush,
polygon

Rectangle
Brush,

polygon
? Brush

Brush,
Polygon

? Scribble Scribble

Semi-
automatic

segmentation
• • • • ◦ • • • •

Automatic
segmentation

◦ ◦ ◦ • ◦ • • • •

Mask
correction

• • ? • ◦ • • ◦ •

Region
initialization

• ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

Metric
Evaluation

• ◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦

Restricted
Domain

◦ ◦ • • ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

4.1 Quantitative experiments and results

To quantify user experience for each selected tool, we defined the following tests:

1. Open an image and with the rectangle tool mark the same sample image
with car that is in it. The input image is stored in a known location.

2. Mark with the brush tool one of the figures in the image. For this second
task, the user will modify an image that is already open.

3. With the eraser tool, correct the edge that is left of the image. The user must
open a mask that has been previously marked with a flaw easy to detect.

4. Save a previously created mask. The file containing the mask representation
must be in a previously known route by the user.

5. Open a previously created mask again. The file containing the mask repre-
sentation must be in a previously known route by the user.
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Table 2. Mean and Std. time in seconds for each test in each tool

Tool Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

Insight GT Mean 45.653 19.503 18.023 10.188 38.418

Std. 25.698 15.413 7.703 5.959 36.495

LabelBox Mean 83.995 19.069 11.185 103.97 20.454

Std. 13.654 6.838 7.055 24.636 12.531

Supervisely Mean 25.33 26.805 29.740 57.044 13.905

Std. 7.835 35.094 78.022 17.748 5.353

The following are key aspects taken into account during the execution of the
proposed tests.

– Only initial and simple instructions were given to the user. We wrote down
the users’ mistakes.

– We performed simple questions to understand the user’s thought process.
– If the subject performs a faulty action several times, the test is finished. We

aim to understand how the person performs a task without knowledge of the
application, if the user tries many times to perform an action, it is likely
that the user will learn to do it by trial and error, and not by intuition.

– We collected a set of observations and suggestions per user for each tool.

We tested 30 university engineering students, between the age of 18 and 25
that had no previous experience with any of the tools presented to them. Then
they were split into 3 groups of 10 for each tool. This was made in order to
prevent the user to learn from the similarities from the other tools.

The first test measured the speed of opening an image for a project. Here
is the first difference between the platforms. In Insight GT user performed this
action in an average of 46 seconds, but it only loads one image, for LabelBox
and Supervisely the is able to select a folder or a group of images for the labeling
project.

The process in Supervisely was very straightforward and simple for loading
a group of photos. Labelbox was also simple to load images, but it required a
couple extra steps like defining the objects and color for labels, the tools to use,
and there a couple of screens that let you pick the objects that you will mark
on the images before you get to the marking screen.

The second and third tests the results were similar, with Insight GT yielding
the lowest times by a low margin. The resulting similar times for these tests are
likely to be explained by the simplicity of the tests. In the case of LabelBox,
the process to enable the necessary functionalities for tests 2 and 3 required to
manipulate a JSON file, however we did not include the time to perform this
task.

In the fourth test, LabelBox was the slowest, since it required the user an
extensive search for the functionality interface. Additionally, Labelbox only al-
lows to download the whole data set. As for Supervisely, the process was rather
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simple, however it downloads a JSON file, not the mask in an image format.
Insight GT yielded the lowest average time for the fourth test.

For the last test, corresponding to opening a previously saved mask, it was
faster in average for Supervisely and LableBox, since both tools implemented a
cloud based recently saved mask option access.

5 Conclusions

The test showed that in the core functionalities of the tools, they are similar,
but upon further inspection of the work flow, it can be seen that the Supervisely
and LabelBox need some extra effort in learning the tool for some parts of the
process that require editing JSON files. Insight GT keeps the core functionalities
simple and easier to learn.

We aim to make available Insight GT publicly available with its core func-
tionalities, along its source code. We think its important to build an user friendly
and web based GTAT with a powerful set of customizable mask initialization
algorithms to speed up image and pixel labeling.

As future work, we think it is possible to improve the accuracy of the usability
tests, with more accurate and modern tools like eye tracking, which would allow
us to validate and compare more accurately the implemented functions of the
proposed Insight GT tool with existing tools.

Thus, as future work, an user experience research should be develop to find
the requirements of the users with the objective of enhance the learning curve
and add features that improve the user experience and learning curve of the web
tool Insight GT.
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